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AS .[t|E $EE IT

SOUTH YEMEN AND THE SOCIALIST
DREAM
As many as one per cent of the
population may have lost their
lives in January's bloodY
cataclysm. KEN WELLER suggests
why it went almost unreported.

:r:'=r...=
IS AI{ARCHY BOOSTING CORPORATE
PROFITS ?
Are today's multinationals
being run by si-xties droP-outs
wtro bought-back-in during
the seventies? EVA BRICKMAN
thinks this is why, in the
eighties, the accent is on
' libertarian' management
tectrniques.

I,IORKERS' PARTY GROIIS
}-AST IN BRAZIL
llithout appearing to
compromise, the PartY of
Brazilian labour is moving
swiftly out of the wings and
into the political limelight.
NICK TERDRE rePorts orl the eve
of wtrat may prove a historic
moment.

GCIMME$PCI$I[:]:
Letters from the Libertarian
Education collective, and from
Donald Rooum.
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Cover picture: Rising star, Lula -
Brazills charismatic labour leader -
iOOiesses the crowd outside the Sao Paulo
State Assembly buildings, during his bid
1 ast year to become State Governor.
Photo: Juca Martins / Agencia F4
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SouthYemen and the
socialist dream

In a rare picture ta<e:: --e:- oays into the bloody fighting, smoke

billows over the port oj Acen. I{hile Europe's press limited its
attention to the rescue of foreign nationals, socialists have

--:::rented even 1ess. i.:);',::LER asks the ominous question: !'fhy?

IT IS XCIrEWORTHY that, in Britain
and elseuhere, many socialists find
it. necessary to keep silent over
the ni-sdeeds of repulsive regimes
which use socialist rhetoric to
justify themselves. The JanuarY
coup in South Yemen, 'the onlY
marxist-leninist state in the Arab
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world', in which pro-Soviet
toresident Ali Nasser Muhammed was
overthrown by an even more
pro-Soviet clique led by Abd El
Fattah Ismail, libertarian
socialists will find a case in
point. The justification for the
seizure of power was that Muhammed
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was a11egsflly planning a premature
St. Valentine's Day massacre of his
political o,oponents; so Ismail and
his comrades deci<led to get their
retaliation in first. In the
srrbsequent fighting over thirteen
thousand people, most of them
civilians, were killed. By way of
comparison, about eight thousand
have died in Nicaragua in the last
four years, and thirteen hundred in
South Africa since September tg9{.

Fraternity
Among those kil1ed were Ismail

and several. other l.eaders of the
coup. The rebels seem to have been
supported by the Soviet government,
whose advisers play a leading part
in the South Yemeni armed forces.
The last act of the overthrown
regime was to send a column of
tanks to bombard the Soviet
embassy.

Fratricidal struggles are nottring
new in South Yemen. VIhen the
British and their client ruLers
were ejected in L967, from what was
then Aden and the protectorates,
there were two main - prevj-ously
united - nationalist groups: the
Front for the Liberation of South
Yemen (fr,oSy) and the National
Liberation FronL ( irlf ) . rihil e
British troops were stil1 in r.he
process of withdrawing the trr1F
launched an assault on FLOSy and
ef,fectively wiped it out.

In L969 the now ruling NLF hac
its first real coup, when the
'moderate' first president eahtan
Shaabi was ousted and replaced by
the pro-Pekj-ng Salim Robai Ali. In
1978 Ali was himself ejected and
executed along with his supporters.
Both sldes concerned with this
January's coup participated in his
downfall. Robai Ali was succeeded
by Ismail, who himsel f resigned in
1980 for 'reasons of health' - a
timeworrr excuse which was justified
by the fact that had he remained in
office he would have been topped.
His successor was Muhammed. Ismail
was exiled to Moscow, whence he
returned following Soviet pressure
in 1985.

A$ il:

South Yemen, uith a ;rcpulation of
about 2,25A,COC, is one of the
poorest countries on earth, with an
annual average per-capita income of
under $400. Poor, t"hat is, in all
but ttre whereyittral , lavishly
provided by the Soviet government,
to kill its oryn population. It
inherited from the tsritish a
relatively advanced industrial
sector around Aden, wittr its oil
refininery and bunkering
facilities, combined with a pre-
medieval set up in the East and
llest Protectorates rrhich had been
' ind j-rectly ruled ' ( i. e. left to
rot), and were subdivided into
innumerabl e mul lah- ridden
suLtanates and sheikdoms where the
principal means of settling
disputes were tribal warfare and
vendetta,

Libertr
Before consolidating its power

the NLF had a phase of ul.tra-left
window dressing. Fromising the
setting up of workers' and
peasants ' councJ-l s, their paper
stated, "The great tristorlcal
experience of ttre torkers' councils
is there to prove that the working
class can gpvern themselves without
difficul.ty, vithout bureaucracy,
anc'sitcout bourgeois competencies"
(asi: saarara [ttre sparkl, Muhal1a,
naffi_@euoted in Arabia
rithout Sultans by rreffiEiday,
@

Cme the revolution, the NLF
shoseo its true col.ours, establish-
inE itself as the sole possessor of
political power. It brutally purged
ttre Adeni trade unions whi-ch had
played a large part in forcing out
the British, and smashed Islam as a
political force (although female
circumeision is stil1 both lega1
and common - one has to make
compromises). rn L97L the h1F
established the supreme People's
Council, with I01 members, of whom
86 were appointed by the liLF and
the remainder by the now
governmental unj-ons. Internal
security is intense, with Amnesty
International regularly reporting
disappearances, executions and
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systematic torture. Amnesty has
listed a network of at least
forty- fj-ve prisons and detention
carnps, the nrost infamous of which
is l'{u jaskar al Fatah in Aden. In
L975 the regime enacted a draconian
new state security law which even
made it illegal to talk to
foreigners.

Equality
The MLF, whose name was changed

to the Yemeni Socialist Party in
L978, has about 25,OOO membersi
ttrat was, before ttre January
massacres. After gaining power it
has created a ramshackle copy of an
Eastern European state during the
Stalinist period, a major function
of which is to provide jobs and
privileges for the ruling elite.
Members of the YSP not only have
the best jobs but have privileged
access to housing, which is in
short supply, higher education
abroad, scarce imported goods, and
even discounts on public transport
and entertainment.

Senior apparatchiks have more
perks. Many of them have severaL
houses and can use government
property for private purposes;
there have been cases of the sale
of state land and houses for
personal profit. Corruption is
rife. About the only healthy sector
of the economy is the black market.
Small wonder, then, that a bitter
joke circulates in Aden to rhe
effect that "We used to have six
sultans, now we've got forty-seven"
referring respectively to ttre main
rulers in the colonial period and
the YSP's Central Committee.

Events in South Yemen raise
several points of interest. to
l ibertarian social ists. I{trat has
happened there has been paralleled
r:: several second-generation
Le::j-nist paradises such as
Carbodia, Afghanistan, Lthiopia,
,&.ngo1a, even Grenada. In each case,
iarge chunks of the so-ca11ed
socialist movement have eulogised
ther, suppressed awkward facts and
mar:ufactured favourable ones, and
when they can no longer avoid

WE $[[ ilT

reality had a quick case of amnesia.
It would be a mistake to perceive

the record of much of the 'left' in
relation to such regimes as due
simply to blind romanticism. lJhat
is wrong is their profoundly
elitist and authoritarian idea of
what socialism is all about, a
concept reinforced by their own
corporate self-interest. The
authori-tarian left in both
composition and ideology represents
a sector parasitic upon the state;
they are the actual or poteritial
beneficiaries of such 'socialist'
regimes as that in South Yemen. In
that sense the distance between
Arabia and Lambeth, Liverpool and
Greater London is not as far as at
first appears.

In the past Solidarity opposed
Pol Pot, Ho Chi Minh, Castro and
their ilk. Today we oo not support
the governments of Libya or
Nicaragua, or whoever now runs
South Yemen. As the chickens come
home to roost, those who have
covered up the horrors must accept
responsibility for the illusions
they have sown and the subseguent
rejection of the socialist movement
following disillusionment. For us,
whether in the First, Second or
Third Worlds,

"socialism is not just the common
ownership and control of the
means of production and
distribution. It means equality,
real freedom, the end of
oppression based on restrictive
male/female social ro1es,
reciprocal recognition and a
radical transformation in a1 1
human relationships. It is
people's understanding of their
environment and of themselves,
their domination over their work
anci over such social institutions
as they may need to create. These
are not secondary aspects, which
will automatically follow the
expropriation of the old ruling
class. On the contrary, they are
essential parts of the whole
process of soclal transformati_on,
for witirout them no genuine
social transformation wil't- have
taken p1ace". (As We See It)
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Is anarchy boostirg
corporate profits ?

American management psychologists have rrade a startling discovery:
people work best when ttrey are given the chance to organise themselves

and believe in what they are doing. E!'A tsRICK!{AN has been reading
'In Search of Excellence'and 'A Passion for Excellence', two recent

books expounding the new rranagement theory, and discovered a mad world
in which IBtrl personnel sing 'We love you and know you have our welfare

in your heart' to their chairman, corporations are 'mottrer
institutions', and creative obsession is regarded as a healthy state.

Libertarian ideas are being co-opted in the search for profit.

THOMAS J PETERS' In Search of
Excel 1 ence was puEIITEfEE--fn-I982,
6as-oTA-ive million copies
worldwide, and is, according to its
publishers "the most successful
business book ever publ j-shed".
Peters' A Passion for Excellence is
a fol low@in-T9E'51-End
desj-gned to incorporate feedback in
a recycling of the previous book
together with handy hints to
managers on how to put the lessons
into practice. Together they have
become buzz-books, management
bibles of the mid-eighties. These
books are important not only for
what they say but also because of
the nature of their audience and
their likeIy effect.

Their message is somewhat
obscured by the Iack of definition
of the use of the word 'excellence'
and the tendency to pack in
anything that might just be
relevant. It does mean that muctr
interesting material pops up owing
to the lack of self-censorship, but
it also means that the books are

6

messy and unfocusseo. They are afso
written in an 'Ar,erican sincere'
and occasionally overblown style
which can make you '*ant to throw
up. However, scrap:ns away the
conceptual barnacles anc stylistic
seaweed, the poin-- -s --::is: during
the recession of -?-?-a:, while
many US companies :-a: a nard time
through poor perfcr;a:r3e arc import
competition, a nu::ie::: -arge US
companies contj-nue: :: ::a.<e large
profits and expan: - =='.:=--s. How did
!h"y-do_ it? In 9ea=::. :- =xc?11found that these :::::ii.r=S 7 in
varying proportic:.s, ;::: firstly
very close to t}. e:: : '=--:::ers and
thus very aware ci --:.e:: :a:.<et;
secondly, abl e tc le-- er:€: --:o::a1
ef fort and commi--::e:.-- i::: -*:e:r
workforce; and th-::-,.- :::-s-*a;:t1y
innovative.

The authors ocv'::s-r- :.::
problems making eG:-'.':- =:-:esbetween actual f rr:: s . S::E examples
of 'excellent' f rr;s -'=:: ---ewl ett-
Packard, MacDonaLcs, a:.: :3]1 .

MacDonalds' operat:a:. :s -:';-tech,
s0L IDARITY J0URNAL t2 o SUHMER 1986
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rule-ridden and rigorously control-
Ied from the centre. IBM is saLes-
and service-1ed, modestly decent-
ralised around individual sal.es
operations as costs centres, high-
tech, but not very innovative.
Hewlett-Packard is highly
decentralised (to the point of
pluralism), highly innovative and
cfose to customers only at the
leading edge of their field.

Manage thyself !
The authors were thus obviously

pushed to find an abstract formula
which would allow them to put these
cornpanies into the same conceptual
box. They say that all the
successful companiefEad strong
'value systems' , 'cuftures' or
'elaborated socially integrating
r:yths' other than purely financial
gain. As we shall see, a good case
can be made, but whether proved (or
even provable) is another guestion.

The most interesting sections of
these books are where (without

admitting it) the authors abandon
the pretence of universal ity and
talk about the smaller number of
companies (not necessarily the
technically innovative ones) which
have adopted highly decentralised
and autonomous forms of orcJan-
isation. It is worth strinling
together a number of quotes frorn
these companies to give a taste of
what is being said.

"The most commonly practi-sed
crime in industry today is a
fundamental insensitivity towards
personal dignity... people need
to be 'empower€d', not managed...
The Leader's role is to create a
vision, not to kick someone in
the ass. The role of the leader
is a servant's roIe. It's
supporting his people... The
common wisdom is that managers
have to learn to motivate people.
Nonsense. Employees bring their
own motivations. What people need
from work is to be liberated, to
be involved, to be accountable
and to reach for their
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potential. . . We don't manage
people here, people manage
themselves. . . ordinary people
turned into vigorous, enthusiast-
ic experimenters". (A passion)

It is cLear that these attitudes
are underwritten by the authors.
But before any of you libertarians
out there get too simplistic about
this it is worth seeing how they
link these views back to the
'values' referred to earlier.
"We hear the following time and
again: 'Many companies are now
highly centralised and
autocratic. You recommend, almost
without caveat, radical
decentralisation and greatly
enhanced doses of autonomy. But
isn't it true that some people
aren't ready for it immediately?
Or ever?' . . . the probfem does
exist... at Hewlett-Packard a
division central manager says,
"IrIe can only allow the apparent
ctraos because of the bone-deep
belief we all share in superior
product quality and the way in
which people should be treated".

Johnson & Johnson may have
the most radically autonomous
units of any company we've
investigated. At the same time it
has as rigorous, regular and
tightly articulated a value-
review process as any we've
observed - an annual, intense
review of its credo cal]ed fhe
Credo Chal1enge". (A Passion)
They also say: "There is then a

natural order: values first,
autonomous teams second... " It ooes
not stretch the authors' meaning to
restate this as follows: self-
realisation and liberatlon at work
can only come from a mutual respect
and understanding and a democracy
based on a strared set of values.

A11 this is very intriguing.
Libertarians know that groups of
people charged up and politically
(or socially or religiously)
committed can do wonders. It has
provj.ded a basic plank in arguments
with the authoritarian left over
the necessity for party-structures
of the social-democratic or

leninist type. But the confidence
trick involved in an invitation to
this kind of comrnit:nent to the
profi-ts or advancage of institut-
ions outside our influence or
control seems so blatant we find it
laughable. Of course we would
prefer to work with people we like
and with whom we can get things
done. Of course we woul.d prefer to
work at tasks which give us a sense
of personal worth. But we know from
bitter personal experience that at
work, to put it at its mildest,
"the most commonly practised
crime... is a fundamental
insensitivity towards personal
dignity". We would say that this is
no accident. We would say that it
stems from a cfass-based exploit-
ative system. And we would find the
project of value-driven decentral-
isation and autonomy within the
present industriat system a bizarre
form of capitalist maoism, doomed
to failure.

So why the huge interest shown in
Peters' books? Ttrere is no reason
to dispute the facts presented. It
is a simple fact that some firms
are radically decentralised into
smal1 highly autonomous units with
a strong esprit de corps ( though
there ray rr'ell be other simple
facts lef*, out of account). It j_s
as if the participatory democratic
ioeas, the trippy individualism and
the readiness to believe in any
:rashy guru which marked the Late
six*-ies radical student movement
has found a home in US management.
But, of course, that's very
possibly where many of those people
did end up. Even given an ideolog-
ical1y prepared ground, however, it
still seems an appalling risk for
business to take. The socially
dominant form of organisation in
our society is the large
centralised'rational' bureaucracy,
which is split into cost centres to
monitor economic perforrilance,
divisionalj-sed, perhaps, but not
decentralised, and emphatically not
composed of smaLl autonomous
secti-ons.

I suggest that there are two
reasons why the risk is one which
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large organisations will
increasingly take. The first is the
internal contradictions of
bureaucracy.- The second, wtrich is
linked to the first, is the problem
of innovation.

With internal contradictions we
are on grounct familiar to readers
of Cornetius Castoriadis (see, for
example, the slightly outdated
Modern Capita]ism and Revolution) .

organisati-on needs to exclude
people from decision-making to keep
power at the centre, but also needs
the participation of people in the
organisation as a whole to keeP the
operation moving. This has mostly
been applied to the participation
and exclusion of the working class.
It could be argued, however, that
bureaucratic capitalism has
'sofved' the problem of labour. To
put this at its most contentious: a
combination of deskilling, economic
manipulation and automation has
miniaturised and marginalised the
proletariat (consider the present

state of the British printing
industry). The working class has
been excluded.

Whatever one's views on that
proposition and its consequences
(and I would like to see some
discussion), the participation-
exclusion contradiction is now at
its most acute within the bureau-
cratic structures themselves. Only
in the most routine tasks can the
outprut of bureaucrats be objective-
1y measured. The more judgment,
initiative and energy is required
as part of a job, the more the
question of motivation arises. The
basic moLivation for energetic
bureacrats is careerism. But this
represents no necessary commitment
to the firm, its products or its
customers except insofar as it
makes people look good for ttreir
next move.

Peters and his co-authors argue
that the 'rati-onal ist' approach to
management in the hands of
accountants and organisation men
cannot solve thse problems. l,Iore,
they argue that the sheer size of
the organisations, their uniformity
of method and their attitude to
people as plug-in components
encourages the mercenary approach
or thumb- in- bum- and- mind- in- neutra 1

time- serving.

Managed anxiety
Under these conditions 'good

management practice' means cost-
cutting, close monitoring of staff,
slapping wrists and sacking the
slackers and the faces that don't
fit. As a resuft you can achieve
the high pitch gulag-control of
IBM. (As one IBMer put it to me:
"There isn't one meeting that takes
place within IBM that doesn't have
its undertone of fear". lIhat a way
to live your lifel). This approactr
certainly gets rid of the torpor.
But it does nothing to stop ttre
careerist war of each against al 1

in the corporate structure, and
makes the major features of auto-
cratic bureaucratic centralism
chronic lack of initiative and
neurotj-c-compul sive behaviour.
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lJe can put the participation-
excLusion contradiction at the
heart of bureaucracy like this: how
do you simultaneously encourage the
creative energy of the firm's
employees and their collective
comnitment to the goals of the
firm, and yet exclude them from the
decision-making that they begin to
think of as their collective or
individual right?

Planning innovation
There is afso the small question

of innovation. This is the process
that takes an idea and produces a
new product for the market.
Innovation is messy. Its origins
are individualistic and the problem
each innovation was designed to
solve often bears little
resemblance to the market it finds.
Yet j-nnovation provi-des products
with high value-added properties
(i.e. the market will bear a price
considerably greater than the
cost). Areas of business where
there is low innovation and
cost-cutting are the least
profitable end of the market. So in
addition to being rule-driven and
flexible the modern commercial
bureaucracy has to be innovative
and individualistic. The commercial
logic is impeccable, but the organ-
isatj-onaL contortion is huge.
Peters suggests that he's cracked
the problem.

The programme seems to be based
on an acceptance of the
conseguences of the rules of
bureaucracy internalised as values
or ideology. Its major points are:

Cut down the size of sub-units to
between fifty and hundred people
to encourage family feeling ( t ).
Give these units a large measure
of autonomy.
De-bureaucratise by slashing back
HQ staff and posting senior staff
to sub-units.
Give the chief executive officer
the job of 'managing the values'
for the organisation within the
chosen mix of commitment to
customers, developing the

employees, improving the product
and innovating. His methods are
reliance upon ctrarisma and show-
biz razzamataz.
Institute 'management by walkj-ng
about', which appears to involve
the manager in being a mixture of
political commissar, cheer
leader, psychottrerapist, quality
control spot checker, champion of
the underdog and customer liason
of f i-cer.
Encourage unofficial experiment-
ation and internal competition in
a spirit of 'guided autonomy'.

The authors cover their tails by
suggesting that only companies
founded by charismatic leaders or
living the values for twenty years
can pull off the trick. But their
tone suggests that you can take
that first step now. The financial
rewards are also dangled, although
it is all done in the best possible
taste. For example, they tell us
that HQ staff cuts of 75 per cent
have gone along with threefold
growttr. Using a kind of
' institutionalisation of the
unofficidl', firms have been able
to set up 'ninety-day' rules; any
innovation has to be run from
perception to prototype in ninety
days or you do it in your own time
(and employees do). This theme of
drastically reducing development
lead times is of huge commercial
importance. One example given is a
comparison between a team of 3750
doing badly and a team of 126 under
budget and ahead of time.

The company as ideology
But while the corporate captains

are rubbing their hands there are
Iibertarian possibilities that
should not be ignored. We take as a
truism that unofficial, small
scale, democratic, participatory
groups work much better than your
typical bureaucracy. But if the
corporation has to go through so
much grief to even approximate that
happy state of affairs, why not
abolish the corporation? The only
difficulties facing smalf committed
teams are communications and
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capital. Why not mutuallY-funded
co-ops on the Mondragon model , ot,
looking a little furttrer ahead,
socialisation of the banks?

So the autonomous smalI grouP
struggling to be free from its
imprj-soning corporate structure
opens up interesting possible
future developments. But we ignore
the fear of freedom at our peril.
There are enough elements of the
ernpty, nj-gtrtmare qual ity of
people's lives mentioned almost
unawares in passing in these books
to make us reallY take notice. lrle
have to face the possibilitY that
the reach-me-down values of these
corporations may be filling a deeP
psychological need. It is remarked
of one company (3M), "The brain-
washed members of an extremist
political sect are no more
conformist in their central
beliefs". Its chairman indicates
why: "Companies like 3M become a
sort of community eentre for
employees... This has happened
because the community in which
people live tras become so mobi-le it
is no longer an outlet for the
individual . Ttre schools are no
longer a social centre for the
family. The churches have lost
their drawing power as social-
family centres. With ttre breakdown
of these traditional structures
certain companies have fil1ed the
void. They have become sort of
mother institutions but have
maintained their spirit of entre-
preneurship at the same time" (In
Search) .

The conseguences are invasive in
the extreme. "By signing up for the
project you agreed to do whatever
was necessary for success. You
agreed to forsake, if necessary,
family, hobbies and friends - if
you had any of these left... From a
manager's point of view, the
practical virtues... were manifold.
Labour was no longer coerced.
Labour volunteered" (A Passion,
quoted from Tracy Kidae;=s-ffi Soul
of a liew t"tachine ) .

So now creative obsession is no
longer to be the privilege of the

s0LiDARITY J0URNAL l? o SiJt!l'1ER l9Bti 11

individual but merely a part of the
management plan. The authors say at
one point, "So strong is the need
for meaning... that most PeoPle
wil I yield a fair degree of
latitude or freedom to institutions
that give it to them".

Jerking labour's chain
We should neither over- nor

underestimate the devilish cunning
of the big corporations. l"tanY of
the ideas here will be taken uP,
but, I suggest, it will be done for
the most part piecemeal and
ineptly. The response of the
workforce is likely to be that
outlined in an impromptu speech by
one of the authors which is quoted
in one of these bizarre yet
quirkily honest books:

"I come from the so-ca11ed
humanised/humanistic Sil icon
Valley. I'm here to tell you that
in six out of seven companies
that I visit in that valley,
Mecca of 21st Century Management,
the average worker would not
attend his or her next quality
circle meeting if it was the last
day on earttr. They see it for
exactly what it is: another way
to jerk labour's chain" (A
Passion).

Finally, let us note the authors'
warning against'insincere'
applications of their ideas: "Every
device we suggest is doomed to be
useLess unfess applied with
integrity. Worse than useless, most
of these devices, used without
integrity, will expose you as a
hypocrite of the first order...
Paint out the executive parking
spots, but treat your people with
contempt, and you'11 find you stand
convicted of a kind of fraud" (A
Passion).

Thomas J, Peters and Robert H.
Waterman
In Search of Excellence
uarper anT Row; -Iqdr--t6 . 50

Totn Peters and Nancy Austin
A Passion for Excellence
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Workers'party grows
fast in Brazil

In the mid seventies it was fashionable to talk about the economic
miracle being actrieved by Brazil's military rulers. Now, in the mid

eighties, some see signs of a possible political miracle - the
emergence of a popular politi,:al party which sides with the working

class. NICK TERDRE files his second report from Brazil.

GROWING DISILLUSIONMENT in Brazil
with the country's new civilian
regime could, over the next year or
two, thrust the Partido dos
Trabalhadores (Pt) - the Workers'
Party - not only into the political
limelight but possibly into a
histori-c rol e .

This prospect is the result both
of developments in society at large
and of the appropriateness of the
PT's own policies to the times. The
PT is the only party identified
with the oppressed working cfasses
and the more radical sectors of the
middle class, and it is benefitting
from a growing hunger among these
sectors for the type of politics it
represents.

lJhen state government elections
come up in November, the Possibil-
ity of a PT victory Ln Sao Paulo,
though not great, cannot be ruled
out. The conseguences of such a
victory - in Latin America's
iargest indr:strial centre - would
be enorlDous, and coul.d well
represent' a sufficient threat to
the bourgeoisie t.o provoke a
military coup.

Ir: 1985, after twenty-one years
of n:ilitary oppression, civilian
government was finally restored in
Brazil. The end of military rule

Political opposites: Left, Luis Ignacio da
Silva - Lula - the leader of the radical
PT party. Popu'lar and charismatic, he is
difficult to heckle. R'ight, Janio Quadros,
leading member of the PTB party. A former
President of Brazil, he defeated Lula for
State Governorship of Sao Paulo in 1985.
At the microphone Quadros is a virulently
anti -cormuni st demagogue.

l2 s0LIDARITY J0URNAL L2 o SUFlt',tER 1986
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was clinched by a fantastic
movement which exploded onto the
streets in L984 and left no doubt
about the widespread desire in
society for profound changes
democratic instead of authoritarian
government, the country's resources
for its people and not internation-
al creditors, a decent standard of
living for the masses instead of
luxuries for the rich, land for
rural workers and peasants, and an
end to violence and sPeculation.

While ttre movement was genuinelY
popular, the teadership was taken
over by politicians from the
opposition parties, in particular
the Party of ttre Brazilian
Democratic Movement (pt'lpe). At the
same time, ds the militarY's daYs
in power were clearlY numbered,
mass desertions oecurred from the
ruling party set up to suPPort the
government. It is politicans from
these two groups who now form the
new government, maintaining intact
a political system and a choice of

economic policies designed to
benefit primarily the bourgeoisie.

On taking office in March 1985,
the government enjoyed a honeymoon
period when all problems could
still be blamed on the military.
The troneymoon having now ended, and
the problems stil1 remaining, the
government's inability - or lack of
desire - to institute far-reaching
changes becomes daily more evident.

The elections for mayor in the
state capitals last November
provided an important pointer to
the popularity of the new
government. For the ruling alliance
- dominated by PMDB in partnership
with the smaller Liberai Front
Party (Pff,), a right-wing group -
the result was little strort of a
disaster. In the major political
centres PMDB-PFL lost to populist
groups. In Rio de Janeiro and Porto
Alegre, victory went to the the
Democratic Labour Party (PPt)
headed by 'socialist' Leonal
Brizola. In Sao Paulo the winning

s0LIDARITY J0URilAL L2 a SUr.rt-{ER 1986 13



candidate was the authoritarian and
rigtrt-wing former President .lanio
Quadros of the Brazilian Labour
Party (PfS). (In grazil a party's
name usually symbolises what it
doesn't stand for).

Principled stand pays off
Meanwhile the PT unexpectedly won

Fortaleza in the north-east, and
would have won in Goinania in the
centre-west but for electoral fraud
by PMDB members. In Sao Paulo,
Quadros' victory was blamed on the
PT, which had refused to sub-ordin-
ate itself to a 'left-liberaL'
aLliance under PMDB. Together the
two parties would easily have won.
But the PT is now gathering the
fruits of its principled stance on
such issues. It has always refused
the pragmatic vote and the idea
that under present circumstances
its own interests - and ttrose of
the workers - should be set aside
in favour of supporting the 'left'
or the 'national bourgeoisie' . For
the same reason it incurred wide-
spread public hostility when, alone
of all the parties, it refused to
participate in the indirect
presidential elections organised by
the military regime in 1985.

Since ttre mayoral elections,
PMDB, in reality a ragbag of groups
covering a wide range of the
political spectrum, has begun to
fragment into its constituent
parts. The PT, on the other hand,
has continued to grow, and is soon
to launch a recruitment campaign to
capitalise on its popularity.

The PT's current wave of success
is by no means due only to its
record in election campaigns and in
the country' s representative bodies.
So far it has remained true to its
roots - it was born in the historic
strike in ttre Sao Palo industrial
suburbs in L97e which brought to an
end ten years of quiescence in the
factories enforced by machine guns
and torture chambers. Since ttren it
has stood by its commitment to
support workers in struggle. It is
the only political party to show
its presence consistently in

ANAIV$[$

strikes and land conflicts. Though
urban in origin, it is now strong
in many rural areas. Several dozen
party militants have already lost
their lives at the hands of gunmen
employed by the lanCowners. In
L982, when recession and job-
lettino were at a peak, it shocked
conventj-onal political opinion by
organising an unemployed workers'
camp outside the Sao PauJo state
assembly. The party is currently
refusing to go along with the
government's desperate pleas to
agree a social pact to control
prices and wages, backed by a ban
on strikes. Its strong line on
these issues does not leean that it
refuses inflexibly to negotiate
with other parties. Altirough
refusing the government's social
pact, it has proposed a national
agreement to fix rnini-curr! uage
levels for a temporary period, but
on condition that t'he right of
particular groups of rorkers to
organise their oun L-age gampaigns,
backed by strikes, is rct impeded.

Meanwhil e , the party, together
with the central trade union
organisation, the C[.If, set up by
it, are contin'.:ing Eo develop a
campaign in favour of a forty-hour
week (ttre averagie rcrked in Brazil
is over forty-eight hours) r three-
monthly instead of sir-monthly wage
increases ( necessary because the
annual rate of inflation is over
230 per ceat), land reform, a
realistic level for the minimum
wage (ttre Pt is calling for a leveI
over Lhree times that set bY the
government) and a price freeze on
basic aoods. To back their demands
the Flt and CUT are preparing the
ground for an eventual general
strike.

Internal flaws
It '*nould be ridiculous, ?towever,

to suggest that the PT has no flaws
or that it never makes mi-stakes.
trts weaknesses lie mainlY in its
internal makeup. It is a curious
rixture of the trade unionists who
founoed it, left-wing intellectuals
and far-1eft groups practising deep
entryism. The latter include both
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trotskyists such as the Conver-
gencia Socialista and Democracia
Socialista, and the Partido
Revolucionario Communista (pcR), a
breakaway from the maoist Partido
communista do Brasil (Pc do B). The
PT at leirst had the good fortune
that wtren the end of the militarY
regime was in sight, most of the
marxist groups - PC do B, the
Moscow-aligned Partido Communista
Brasileira and other smaller
offshoots - decided that "objective
circumstances" required them to go
and militate inside the PMDB: to
strengttren the forces of the
liberal bourgeoisie.

The groups that have joined the
PT, however, have at times caused
substantial problems, and been
responsible for the decision of no
smal l number of ottrer members to
leave. These grouPs do not have
sufficient support to exercise a
decisive influence within the PT,
although in some areas theY
dominate some local branches. A
certain amount of politicking aLso
takes part i-n ottrer sections of the
party. Lula, the PartY President
and best-known member, is acknow-
ledged to have great charisma. This
functions outside the PartY, but
not so much inside. Although an
excellent speaker, Lula is not much
of an ideas man, and PerhaPs would
not have maintained his Prominent
role in the partY had he not been
adept at making the right kind of
alliance at the right kind of time,
sometimes with one or other of the
entrist groups. The level of
politicki.g, and the disruPtive
activities of the entrists, have so
far not caused serious damage to
the party's activities in the
fie1d. There is no guarantee,
however, that theY might not do so
at some future date.

lfith a bit of luck, or judicious
ction on the Part of those

conscious of the Problem, this
danger will be averted. For the
time being the PT is the most
positive force in Brazil, and it
will be a pity if internal Problems
screw up its chance to make a
little - or a 1ot - of historY.
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There is
spark in t

magazln
From the LIB ED collective
When the Libertarian Education
collective read your recent review
of our magazine we were both
disappointed and angry. Adverse
comment we can take but destructive
crit.icism from supposed comrades is
something else. Your review reads
rnore like a judgment from on high
than a careful constructive
assessment. from alongside. The
reviewer Cecided that they didn't
like our politics but didn't let
the reader in on how they had
arrived at that judgment. Did the
reviewer read the four point state-
ment outlining our perspective on
page two? What did they think ofit? t+hich articles seemed mostpoliti-caIly flawed and in what way?
Which statements and concl.usions
did they find unacceptabel and for
what reasons? If we have been foundguilty of political unreliabitiry,
can we at least hear the evidence?

The simplest way to give readers
some opportunity to evaluate Lib Ed
for themselves is to print ouf-
position-statement. It reads as
follows:

This magazine is against
authority.
Schools and colleges use their
authorit.y to define, to grade and
to discipline, in order to
transform the learners into the
sort of rproducts I that the st.ate
demands.

In contrast, libertarian
education sees education as

a
he
e
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liberation. The learner, young
or old, is the best judge of
what they should learn next. In
our struggle to make sense out
of 1ife, the things we most need
to learn are the things we most
want to learn. The liberated
learner controls tbe process
no longer the victim.
We donrt pretend to have al1 the
answers. Lib Ed magazine is a
forum for-E-eryone uho is
intErested in the liberation of
learning.

Now these points together with
the magaziners articLes have
prompted a lot of criticism (see
the letters page cf issue tyo! ) but
fortunately iL has been rcre
focussed and constructive than that
offered by your revier.

If we are serious about forming
the structure of the l$etr Society
within the shell of Lhe old we will
need to offer each other rcre
trust, support and i-rrdeed rpre
solidarity, than your review
exempl ified.

Yours sincerely

ilililililililflililililililil1t Illllllilililililililfi

Quick footno-;: --:
review of 'Cu:--:

Getting the
flavour right

From DONALD i---r -: --:

Trgtskyl':ffi of
Troskyist pa:--'es as *-he 5i
varieties did Dot originate with
the old Solioarity cartooni I first
heard it uffi-ffirrilip sansom at
Speakers' Corner in 1950.

Best wishes,

TH['It':t

u'onntsP0IttIEt


